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and leaves NSF officials scratching their
heads for an explanation.
“We don’t have a smoking gun,” says
Rolf Lehming, who oversees NSF’s biennial
compendium of leading scientific and engineering indicators and has been tracking the
phenomenon since the late 1990s. The trend
is especially surprising given the growth in
funding, personnel, and other research
inputs over the 1988–2003 period being analyzed, he notes. It also deviates from the pattern in the European Union and in emerging
Asian nations, where the output has continued to grow. As a result, their scientists can
claim a rising share of global publications.
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is discussed extensively in “The Write Track” on
page 14 of this issue, so readers will be referred
there to learn more about it. To clarify, however, it
should be noted that these two graduate programs
support creative activity, which is to arts and
letters programs what research is to the sciences.
The second acknowledgement came in the form
of an article in Science magazine, which discussed
a National Science Foundation study on scholarly
publication productivity in the U.S. in the sciences
and engineering. Although the article largely
focused on (and lamented) the overall flat rate of
science and engineering journal article output in the
U.S., it also noted that UNLV ranked fourth among
the top 200 universities across the country in terms
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ver the summer, two
prestigious national
publications reported
two distinctly different
accomplishments in
specific areas at UNLV.
Both reports placed UNLV
in the top five institutions nationally in these
areas. Both were also unexpected and, therefore,
all the sweeter.
First, The Atlantic Monthly acknowledged
UNLV’s master of fine arts program in creative
writing as one of the five most innovative in the
country and the doctoral program as one of the
overall best of its kind. This wonderful recognition
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A new study by the National Science Foundation (NSF) showing that the overall number of publications by U.S. scientists has
remained flat for more than a decade calls to
mind the opening words of a classic 1960s
folk rock anthem: “There’s something happening here; what it is ain’t exactly clear.”
The study (nsf07320) reveals what NSF
officials call an “unprecedented” and mysterious trend: Despite the continued expansion
of the peer-reviewed literature, the total output of U.S. scientists stopped growing in the
early 1990s and hasn’t budged since then.
The pattern, which cuts across all disciplines, reverses decades of steady expansion
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Paper trail. Although U.S. scientists have fallen behind Europe in total output, they retain a commanding
lead among most-cited articles. And although the U.S. academic sector as a whole is flat, some universities
have experienced a publication spike and others a steep drop.
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The data that puzzle Lehming and other
staffers from NSF’s statistical shop, SRS,
come from Thomson Scientific, a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, company that tracks the
global scientif ic publishing enterprise.
Thomson monitors more than 5000 journals,
tallying the demographics of the authors and
the impact of their articles. That pool has
actually grown over the time period—
Thomson’s universe of journals grew by
20%, and the average journal ran 40% more
articles. And despite the proliferation of
online journals and other means of communication, NSF off icials believe they are
using the right yardstick to measure productivity: Traditional printed journals, they say,
have remained the gold standard to
announce new research findings.
To interpret what they found, NSF’s
number crunchers took the unusual step of
visiting nine prominent U.S. universities
and interviewing dozens of faculty members and administrators. Although they
heard many anecdotes about trends in
research, a second report (nsf07204) states
baldly that “data from interviews and meetings are not very useful for considering
some possible explanations” for the stagnant number of publications.
Nevertheless, theories abound. Two popular ones offered by the bibliometric community include an aging scientific work
force that is growing less productive as it
nears retirement and an emphasis on quality
over quantity in hiring, promotion, and other
rewards. Diana Hicks of the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta argues strongly
for a third reason: Governments around the
world have been demanding greater productivity from their scientists as the price for
continued support. Many Asian countries
have enhanced that effort “to extract latent
capacity” with additional funding, she notes.
The resulting increased flow of papers
has “pushed out some mediocre work” by
U.S. authors, Hicks says. But the effect is so
subtle, she adds, that U.S. scientists “don’t
think to blame anybody but themselves.”
Lehming favors a fourth cause: the
steep learning curve associated with collaborative research, an increasingly popular mode of operation. But he admits that
there’s no hard evidence for any theory.
“We’ve beaten the data to death,” he confesses. “So in the end, we decided to put the
material out there and let people react.”
–JEFFREY MERVIS
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When unsolicited praise for UNLV’s research and
graduate programs arrives, it’s good news for both
the university and the community By Suzan DiBella
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Paper trail. Although U.S. scientists have fallen behind Europe in total output, they retain a commanding
lead among most-cited articles. And although the U.S. academic sector as a whole is flat, some universities
have experienced a publication spike and others a steep drop.
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